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Executive Summary
AECOM is a global provider of professional technical and management support services
to a broad range of markets, including transportation, energy, water, sports arenas
and government, to name a few. With expertise in architecture, design, engineering
and construction, their global workforce serves clients in more than 150 countries and
generated revenue of approximately $18B in 2015.
Wellness at AECOM is an annual program designed to encourage and reward employees
for learning about and practicing healthy behaviors. When employees complete Wellness
at AECOM, they become eligible for the wellness medical plan options, which offer more
choices and lower employee contributions. This year, the business need to emphasize
good health and wellness, drive eligible employees* to complete Wellness at AECOM and
enroll in the lower-costing wellness medical plans was more important than ever:
• With the 2014 acquisition of Hunt Construction Group and, more significantly, URS,
AECOM increased its U.S. workforce from 10,000 employees to 40,000. The cost to
provide health care to 40,000 employees and their dependents under the existing AECOM
benefits program would impact the company’s bottom line so significantly that it would
jeopardize long-term competitiveness and viability.
• With that in mind, AECOM knew that they would need to ask all employees to
contribute significantly more toward the cost of their medical coverage in 2016. Those
who completed Wellness at AECOM would receive better pricing of the 2016 medical
plan options than those who did not complete the program. Driving engagement in the
wellness program was critical to helping minimize noise around the cost increases and
maintain employee morale.
• More than 30,000 of the 40,000 employees were legacy URS, who did not come from
a wellness culture and were not accustomed to having their medical plan choices tied to
wellness program participation. Establishing a culture of wellness among these
new 30,000 employees, and reinforcing the existing culture of wellness among the legacy
AECOM employees, could have a substantial positive impact on AECOM’s bottom line.
• Even with a higher employee cost-share, AECOM expects to spend approximately
$250 million to provide medical coverage and services in 2016 for its U.S. employees
and their families. Establishing and maintaining a culture of wellness helps manage
and contain that spending.
* Of the 40,000 benefits-eligible employees, approximately 30,000 were eligible to receive the wellness medical
plans when they complete the Wellness at AECOM program requirements.
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Executive Summary (continued)
COMMUNICATION AND CREATIVE STRATEGY
The wellness communication strategy that was developed offered the following
advantages:
• Introduced the importance of wellness and staying healthy for loved ones;
• Explained the link between being well and cost savings not only for the company, but
for the employee as well;
• Explained the program structure with compelling, straightforward language and
beautiful imagery;
• Emphasized the need to complete the program to qualify for the wellness medical plan
options and lower costs in 2016, compared to those who did not complete the program
and would pay more for the non-wellness medical plan options;
• Provided a variety of communications and resources to understand the program
components and the deadline for completion, as well as the consequences of not
completing the program; and,
• For those who chose not to complete the program, the campaign included explanations
of the two primary non-wellness medical plan options that would be available to them
in 2016, the High Deductible Health Plans (HDHPs).
Our communications campaign married StayWell®’s “Who’s Your Reason?” theme with
AECOM’s long-established theme for Wellness at AECOM… “Be well.” By choosing
beautiful imagery that is in keeping with AECOM’s benefits brand, the campaign helped
employees to recognize the many loved ones in their lives who rely on them and want
them to stay healthy: spouses, children, parents, friends — even pets! Messaging
focused on the advantages that a life lived “well” can bring to them, their families and
their overall health care spending.
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Executive Leadership Communications
From the beginning, the Corporate Communications team collaborated on the design,
development and deployment of the campaign with the leadership group, which included
the Senior Vice President of Total Rewards, human resources (HR) leads in the U.S., site
managers and on-site office managers.

KEEPING LEADERSHIP IN THE LOOP: PRESENTATION MATERIALS
To ensure buy-in, the communications strategy — including the timeline and key
messages — was presented to senior leadership. In addition, regular presentation
meetings were held to keep all parties informed and in the loop.

Wellness and Microsite Communications Strategy
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Executive Leadership Communications (continued)

Designs at a Glance for Senior Management
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Manager Communications
SNEAK PEEKS AND ACTION STEPS: WEBCAST TO MANAGERS/HR
Human resources and office managers in locations across the country played an
important role in encouraging participation at the local level. The manager and HR
webcast let the organizational leaders know up front how the newly designed wellness
program would work and what communication materials they would have at their
disposal to promote participation.

Wellness Manager Webcast
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Manager Communications (continued)
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KEEPING THE DIALOGUE OPEN: REMINDERS AND TALKING POINTS
The manager talking points gave HR officers and managers important reminders about
the program and the upcoming deadline, while the post-wellness FAQs and talking
points helped them address employees’ questions about their completion of the program
and its impact on their 2016 medical plan options.

Manager Talking Points

Post-Wellness FAQs and Talking Points
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Wellness Ambassador Communications
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INSTRUMENTS OF CHANGE: TOOLS AND RESOURCES FOR WELLNESS
AMBASSADORS
This year’s Wellness at AECOM campaign was the first benefits initiative that affected
both AECOM and URS employees. The Wellness Ambassadors were instrumental in
engaging legacy URS employees, executing the screenings and increasing participation
among targeted groups.
As support, Wellness Ambassadors were given an interactive How-to Guide that
explained the program, the communication timeline and their role as change agents, and
received email reminders to help them encourage participation in the program.

Timeline for Ambassadors

Hello and WELLcome! eCard

Important Reminder Email

Wellness Ambassador How-to Guide
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Wellness Ambassador Communications (continued)
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Throughout the campaign, Wellness Ambassadors were invited to participate in various
training webcasts to keep them up to date on program offerings and give them tips for
promoting wellness events, such as the on-site biometric screenings.

StayWell® Screening Kick-Off Webcast

eCard Webcast Invite for Ambassadors

Wellness Ambassador Webcast
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Launch Communications
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THE PIECES THAT STARTED IT ALL: ANNOUNCEMENT POSTER
AND eSIGNAGE
The campaign was launched with this poster and, in certain locations, eSignage, creating
awareness that the wellness program would soon begin. The QR code on the poster took
users to AECOM’s wellness website at myAECOMbenefits.com.

eSignage Announcement

Announcement Poster
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Launch Communications (continued)
DRIVING EMPLOYEES TO THE WELLNESS WEBSITE: LAUNCH eCARD
eCards were emailed to employees throughout the campaign. This one kicked off the
Wellness at AECOM campaign and directed employees to click and review the interactive
Wellness Guide to learn more about the wellness program, or to visit the wellness site.

Launch eCard
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Launch Communications (continued)
REACHING OUT TO FAMILIES
The wellness mailer was the first piece sent to employees’ homes that set the tone for
employees and their spouses/domestic partners about the wellness program.

Wellness at AECOM Mailer
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Launch Communications (continued)
ALL THE DETAILS AT THE CLICK OF A MOUSE: WELLNESS GUIDE
The comprehensive Wellness Guide is an interactive PDF that enables employees to jump
easily from one topic to the next. The guide was posted on the wellness website and on
myAECOM, and includes loads of information about the program. A link to the Wellness
Guide was provided in multiple eCards, Focus articles and more.

Interactive Wellness Guide
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Launch Communications (continued)
KEEPING INFORMATION ACCESSIBLE ON THE INTRANET
Employees could easily access wellness information on AECOM’s intranet, myAECOM.

Wellness Page on myAECOM (AECOM intranet)
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Launch Communications (continued)
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WELLNESS AT AECOM WEBSITE
As in previous years, the Wellness at AECOM website was where employees could learn
more about the program, log their participation in various activities and get general
information on a healthy lifestyle. With the change in wellness partners, this year’s site
was hosted by a new wellness vendor, StayWell®. While the new site was being built, a
splash page let employees know about the change and invited them to come back on
launch day, June 1.

Wellness at AECOM Temporary Splash Page

Wellness at AECOM Home Page

Wellness at AECOM Progress Page
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Biometric Screenings Communications
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SCREEN FOR THOSE YOU LOVE: eCARD, INVITE, POSTER AND STICKERS
eCards, eSignage and posters were used to create awareness of the on-site biometric
screenings at locations that were hosting them. Once employees completed the screening,
they received a fun sticker to wear for the rest of the day.

Announcement Poster for Locations with Screenings

eCard Screening Invite

eCard Screening Announcement

Biometric Screening Stickers
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Biometric Screenings Communications (continued)
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SCREENING REMINDERS
Employees were reminded about the importance of biometric screenings via eSignage,
eCards, flyers posted at screening sites, an online flyer on the microsite and articles in
Focus on Americas, AECOM’s regular online communication vehicle. (For visuals of the
Focus articles, please see page 20 under Ongoing Communications.)

eSignage Screenings Reminder

Screenings eCard

Screenings Flyer

Screenings Online Flyer
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Ongoing Communications
TARGETED eCARDS
Approximately five weeks before the program ended, we developed targeted eCards
to remind those who had completed none, one or two program components what they
needed to do and how to satisfy the program requirements quickly in the time that
remained. A countdown box was also featured, letting employees know how many days
were left until the program ended.

Targeted eCards
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Ongoing Communications (continued)
SUPPORT FROM THE TOP FOR WELLNESS AT AECOM
Corporate Senior Vice President, HR Business Operations & Total Rewards Marc Buchsbaum
took time to write to employees directly about his support for the program, the confidentiality
of employee data and the advantages of participating.

Employee Letter from SVP/HR Business Operations & Total Rewards
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Ongoing Communications (continued)
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MAINTAINING THE DIALOGUE: FOCUS ON AMERICAS
Focus on Americas is a regular online communication posted on myAECOM.
Throughout the campaign, articles ran in Focus to announce the program,
explain new features and requirements, share information about the biometric
screenings and more. If the two samples below look slightly different, they are!
AECOM changed the look and format of Focus midway through our campaign.

Call to
Action

Wellness
Article

Articles in Focus on Americas
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Ongoing Communications (continued)
SOCIAL NETWORKING WITH EMPLOYEES VIA CHATTER
Chatter is AECOM’s internal social networking platform. Throughout the campaign,
management used Chatter to post several upbeat messages to encourage participation
in the program.

Chatter Post from the U.S. Benefits Manager
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Ongoing Communications (continued)
TOUCHING BASE WITH FAMILIES
To ensure we kept family members in the loop, we mailed a postcard to the homes
approximately six weeks after the program began. This postcard was sent to employees’
homes to ensure that spouses and domestic partners remembered the program was
underway, how it worked and the importance of completing the program.

Wellness at AECOM Postcard
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Ongoing Communications (continued)
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REMINDERS!
In addition to eCard reminders, posters and eSignage were placed throughout the various
AECOM locations to remind employees that the program would be over soon.

eSignage Reminder

Wellness at AECOM Reminder Poster
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Ongoing Communications (continued)
NON-WELLNESS PLAN ANNOUNCEMENT
While Wellness at AECOM was underway, AECOM was forming a new benefits costsharing philosophy, and specific program details were still being designed. Once initial
plan design decisions were made in August (the wellness qualifying period deadline was
August 31), we were able to communicate the wellness and non-wellness medical plans
that would be available, although not with any great level of detail.

Email Announcement
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Follow-Up Communications
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TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!
We wanted feedback from all employees, so we developed two surveys: one for those
who completed wellness and one for those who did not. Employees who completed
the program received the eCard below, which congratulated them and provided a link
to an online Wellness at AECOM satisfaction survey. Employees who did not complete
the program received a separate eCard, which included a link to a Wellness at AECOM
survey to learn why they chose not to complete the program and what AECOM could do to
encourage them to participate next year.

Survey

eCard
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Follow-Up Communications (continued)
PROMOTING HEALTH ALL YEAR-ROUND
AECOM is committed to employees’ health and well-being year-round. This eCard told
employees how they could get their free flu shots.

eCard
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Results
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EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS MEANS SUCCESS!
At the outset, AECOM determined that this campaign would be considered an enormous
success if employees engaged in the process, creating a wellness culture among the
30,000 legacy URS employees and reinforcing the existing culture of wellness among the
10,000 legacy AECOM employees. The results exceeded the goals established:
OBJECTIVE

RESULT

1.

To have 60% of eligible employees complete the
program, thereby ensuring that a majority would qualify
for the 2016 wellness medical plans.*

An overwhelming 77% of eligible employees completed Wellness at AECOM and became eligible for the
wellness medical plan options in 2016.

2.

To have 30% of eligible employees receive on-site
screenings and learn about their biometric numbers,
while laying the foundation for AECOM’s data baseline.**

31% of employees at locations where biometric screenings were held received an on-site biometric
screening in 2015. In fact, demand was so great that StayWell® added an additional five AECOM on-site
screening locations to the schedule as well as additional appointment times for a number of locations
that hit their capacity.

3.

To effect a change in employee behavior toward their
overall health and well-being.

Our post-Wellness at AECOM survey results tell us that 75% of employees agreed that Wellness at AECOM
inspired them to make a change. Specifically:
• 64% are exercising more;
• 49% are focusing on weight loss; and,
• 39% are focusing on steps to reduce or manage their levels of stress.
Employees were pleased to share the ways they are better integrating wellness into their lives. For example:
•
•
•
•

4.

To ensure that if eligible employees did not participate,
they did so with the understanding that they would
qualify only for the more expensive non-wellness
medical plans in 2016.

“I made an appointment with my doctor to get my blood pressure under control.”
“…continue improving my diet.”
“I was already working out on a regular basis, but the step tracking kept me moving more consistently.”
“Eating/drinking better…fueling the machine!”

Our post-Wellness at AECOM survey results tell us that over 93% understood that completing Wellness at
AECOM offered them eligibility for the 2016 wellness medical plans.

* 30,000 employees who were eligible for the 2016 wellness medical plans when they completed Wellness at AECOM.
** Employees at locations where on-site screenings were held.

